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Abstract

In this paper, it is shown how multiresolution models can be exploited in order to improve the efficiency of the ray

tracing process without significant image deterioration. To this effect a set of criteria are established which determine

the level of detail model that should be used for each ray–object intersection. These criteria include the distance from

the observer and the amount of distortion to which a ray has been subjected before hitting the object. The resulting

images are indistinguishable to the naked eye from those obtained using the maximum resolution models but require

significantly less time to compute. Our method can be used in conjunction with previous ray tracing acceleration

methods.

r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ever since the introduction of ray tracing [1] there

have been constant attempts to reduce its overwhelming

time complexity, which is mainly due to the large

number of ray–object intersection tests. Such techniques

have evolved in two directions: the parallelisation of the

algorithm [2–4] and the introduction of clever ways to

reduce the number of intersection tests, such as the use

of bounding volumes or space-subdivision [5–7].

Today computer modelling advances and 3D scan-

ning techniques allow the creation of extremely complex

models, with an obvious impact in the computational

cost of most rendering algorithms, including ray tracing.

The presence of a highly detailed mesh in a scene

dramatically increases the number of ray–triangle

intersection tests performed; however this is not always

reflected by the final result. A detailed mesh could often

be replaced by a much simpler one, without significant

deterioration in image quality, especially if it were

indirectly visible through refraction or reflection. Con-

sider for example a mesh with tens of thousands of

triangles which is behind a highly distorting transmissive

medium, e.g. a bumpy semitransparent object. If the

occluded parts of the mesh were replaced by a similar

mesh with only half as many triangles, or even less, the

difference would hardly be visible, if at all.

James Clark [8] has described the benefits of

representing objects within a scene at several levels of

detail, as early as 1976, and this approach is gaining

much ground in conventional rendering methods.

Multiresolution models [9–12] aim to improve rendering

performance while maintaining the image quality. This

is achieved by selecting the appropriate resolution of a

given object dynamically, based on the perceptual

importance of the object in the scene [13]. In conven-

tional renderers, this perceptual importance can be

defined by various parameters such as the distance of the

object from the viewpoint or the total screen area

occupied by the projection of the object.

In this work, we bring multiresolution modelling to

ray tracing, with the aim of reducing the amount of time

spent on each ray–object intersection without significant

image deterioration. Our method exploits the multi-

resolutional representation of rendered objects at all

levels of the ray tree in order to speed up the ray–object
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intersection time. We introduce a set of criteria for

selecting the object level of detail (LOD), based on the

apparent distortion of the models as seen from the

viewpoint. The technique presented here can be added

onto previous acceleration techniques for further per-

formance gain. Although the tests we performed were on

polygonal meshes, our method can be applied to any

kind of multiresolutional models such as voxelised data

or parametric surfaces.

2. Algorithm overview

In the following text we will use the notation ðP;DÞ to
refer to a ray cast from point P along a unit direction

vector D:We will represent the entire ray tracing process

by a ray-tree, whose ith level nodes correspond to the

rays cast at the ith level of recursion. Level 0 rays are

assumed to be all rays cast from the viewpoint towards

the scene. In this work, we regard the LOD of a model

from the computational point of view and not the model

aesthetics. In order to abstract the number of different

resolutions a given object may be represented by, the

LOD is measured in a normalised scale: LOD(Object)

A[0,1]. For polygonal models, a 0.5 model quality means
that the desired resolution mesh must have at least half

the number of polygons of the original high quality

object. If Lk(Object), k ¼ 0;ylvlmax are the multiple

resolutions of Object, L0(Object) being the highest

resolution representation, the appropriate model k is

selected as

k ¼ lvlmax � LODðObjectÞdlvlmax
� �

:

2.1. LOD selection criteria

The overall shape of an object is distorted when

secondary rays from the viewpoint reach the object

surface in the following cases:

* When the rays have been first reflected on a curved

surface.
* When the rays have travelled through a curved

refractive medium.
* When the rays have been previously dispersed

because of a highly bumpy interface.

In other words, the viewer’s impression of an object

A, which is visible via reflection on or refraction through

an object B, is distorted when the ray disparity caused by

the interfering object B is high. The term ray disparity is

used to describe the angular divergence of an outgoing

ray from object B when the incoming ray is slightly

displaced. By measuring the ray disparity caused by the

interfering objects, we can establish a criterion for the

determination of the desired LOD of object A.

In case of multiple interfering objects the deteriora-

tion of the apparent shape is cumulative, therefore we

should take into account the total ray disparity.

However, in typical scenes the percentage of rays that

hit reflective or refractive objects at the 0th level of

recursion is significantly larger than the rest. This is

because 0th level rays are aimed at the scene and thus

will hit reflective or refractive objects with a higher

probability than secondary rays, which have arbitrary

directions. Additionally, at this level the ray disparity

can be easily calculated with a very small cost, as we will

show in Section 2.2. As a result, we explicitly calculate

the disparity taking into account only the initial level

hits and avoid similar calculations at subsequent levels.

Apart from the initial ray disparity, the selected LOD

is also affected by the recursion depth and the ray

attenuation. The later is estimated based on the

reflectivity factor and the surface opacity of the

interfering media. The LOD selection functions with

respect to all the above attributes are discussed in

Section 3. In addition to the above, colour difference

between adjacent ray hits could also help as a LOD

degradation criterion but not as a stand alone one.

Implementing this criterion would be tricky, as in some

cases, even high-contrast colour patterns may not alter

the perception of refracted/reflected detail; imagine, for

example, a flat mirror with a printed pattern.

We should note at this point that an idea similar to

the ray disparity, the ray differential is introduced by

Igehy [14] to efficiently filter texture maps in ray tracing,

based on the divergence of neighbouring rays. Igehy

hints that such divergences might be useful to the

selection of an object’s LOD, although he does not

pursue this topic any further.

2.2. The modified ray tracing algorithm

The ray tracing recursion is broken down in two

passes. In the first pass, all first level rays are traced and

the intersections with the scene models are calculated

using the highest LOD. In case additional perceptual

importance criteria are implemented, such as the

distance of the object bounding box from the viewpoint,

the LOD resulting from these criteria of the object is

used as the high resolution model at this stage.

For every successful hit of a ray emanating from the

image pixels ði; jÞ; if the intersected object is reflective or

transmissive the corresponding intersection point Iði;jÞ
and the directions of reflection and refraction are stored

in a distortion-buffer Bd of equal size with the rendered

image. The ði; jÞ cell of this buffer holds the reflected and
transmitted rays ðIði;jÞ;Rði;jÞÞ and ðIði;jÞ;Tði;jÞÞ; respectively.
Hence, the distortion-buffer stores the root nodes of the

level 1 ray sub-trees (Fig. 1). If the object hit by the ray
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in the ði; jÞ cell of the buffer is opaque, the corresponding
sub-tree is empty and the cell is marked appropriately.

For the calculation of the reflection and transmission

vectors, we take into account both the model geometry

and the locally varying textural attributes (bump

mapping).

After the completion of the 0th level ray-casting, the

ray disparity is calculated using the ray directions stored

in the distortion-buffer. The disparity dði; jÞ correspond-
ing to pixel ði; jÞ reflects the mean planar angle between

the direction vector of the outgoing ray at ði; jÞ and that

of its neighbouring pixels, thus, having an intuitive

meaning. Unless the image resolution is too poor, two

neighbours, one horizontal and one vertical, are

adequate. The desired LOD, which depends on the

disparity at level 1, is stored in each outgoing ray and is

progressively degraded in successively spawned rays. As

the intersection of the incident ray and a model at point

Iði;jÞ spawns two new rays in the general case, separate

disparity values drði; jÞ; dtði; jÞ are estimated for the

reflected and refracted rays respectively:

drði; jÞ ¼
1

2p
½arccosðRði;jÞ � Rðiþ1;jÞÞ þ arccosðRði;jÞ � Rði;jþ1ÞÞ�;

dtði; jÞ ¼
1

2p
½arccosðTði;jÞ � Tðiþ1;jÞÞ þ arccosðTði;jÞ � Tði;jþ1ÞÞ�;

where arccosðaÞA½0; p� and drði; jÞ; dtði; jÞA½0; 1�:
An important observation is that the above expres-

sions are image resolution dependent, because the

resulting angles are not normalised by the pixel

dimensions. This is a desirable property of the measured

ray disparity as the models’ LOD should also depend on

the image size. Note that in the calculation of drði; jÞ and
dtði; jÞ the fact that neighbouring hits of level 0 rays may
belong to different scene objects is not taken into

account. The image distortion implications of using

different LODs at neighbouring pixels are only visible

when the corresponding rays hit the same surface.

Disparity and therefore LOD discontinuities at object

silhouettes or occlusion transitions have no tractable

effect on the image. Nevertheless, due to the fact that we

only calculate the disparity for the primary hits only, it is

a fair assumption that each object covers enough

rendered image area for a large number of samples to

hit the same object. In the opposite case where the

footprint of an object on the image is small (for instance,

less than 25 pixels), the shape of the reflected or

refracted scene parts cannot be recognised anyway.

In the second pass, the algorithm traverses the level 1

ray sub-trees and the ray–object intersection tests are

performed with degraded versions of the models that

were used in the first pass. The choice of the LOD for

each model at depth i > 0 depends on the disparity

estimated at level 1 and is further decreased due to the

remaining criteria given in Section 2.1 (Fig. 2). The

shadow feeler rays cast at any recursion depth use the

same LOD as the incident ray.

3. The LOD selection functions

The disparity values can be directly used to associate a

LOD with every level 1 outgoing ray. If LOD(0) is the

initially selected LOD value of a ray originating from

the viewpoint, the level 1 outgoing ray’s LOD, LOD(1),

can be derived as

LODð1Þ ¼ LODð0Þð1� dði; jÞÞ:

In this case the degradation of the model’s LOD is

proportional to the local deviation of the outgoing rays.

In practice, slight alterations in the ray’s deflection

direction have a dramatic impact in the apparent

distortion of the reflected/refracted objects. To compen-

sate for this non-linearity of the effect, we introduce a

distortion factor f >1:

LODð1Þ ¼ LODð0Þð1� dði; jÞÞf :

Typical experimental values for f that select efficient

models without causing any visible distortion are in the

range [10,14]. By using a distortion factor in this range,

subtle differences in ray deflection of neighbouring

pixels correspond to high LOD values.

During subsequent ray tracing recursions, the LOD is

further decreased due to the ray’s attenuation on non-

perfect reflectors or through semitransparent materials.

In fact, the LOD for rays of level 2 or greater, is only

decreased when the ray disparity dði; jÞ measured in the

first stage is significant, that is, greater than a predefined

threshold thresLOD: This threshold is necessary in order

to prevent degrading the LOD for secondary rays

spawned from smooth or flat surfaces. Otherwise, we

assume that the surface hit by the ray is smooth enough

to prevent any visual distortion of the reflected/refracted

Fig. 1. Ray disparity calculation. The direction of each first

level ray reflected or refracted is stored in the distortion buffer.
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objects. The ray attenuation depends on the reflectivity

kr of the model surface, the transparency kt of the

refractive medium and the material absorption kabsðlÞ
with respect to the distance l travelled by the ray through

the object. All the above coefficients are summarised in

the attenuation factor k:

kðmÞ ¼
kðm�1ÞkðmÞ

r ; in case of transmission;

kðm�1Þk
ðmÞ
t ð1� k

ðmÞ
abs ðlÞÞ; in case of reflection;

(

where m is the recursion level. k is stored in the ray’s

structure and is always calculated as an integral part of

the basic ray tracer.

When dði; jÞ > thresLOD; the LOD is decreased pro-

portionally to k, according to a degradation rate aLOD:

LODðmÞ ¼ lðmÞLODðm�1Þ

lðmÞ ¼
1; dði; jÞ > thresLOD;

1� aLOD þ aLODkðmÞ; otherwise:

(

The constant aLODA½0; 1� controls the rate of LOD

decrease. For aLOD ¼ 0; LODðmÞ ¼ LODðm�1Þ; i.e. the
ray attenuation is ignored and only the initial LOD

reduction due to ray disparity is taken into account for

the entire ray tree. Typical values for the degradation

speed are in the range [0.4, 0.6].

A special case arises in the following circumstances:

Suppose a ray enters a model using a LODðmÞ and exits

using LODðmþnÞaLODðmÞ; after encountering n�1 more
surfaces. Using a different LOD when entering and

exiting the same object can cause unexpected problems,

Fig. 2. Model LOD degradation. Rays refracted or reflected on irregular surfaces use lower model resolutions. The LOD is further

decreased due to ray attenuation. Note that the rays that hit the smooth reflector exhibit no ray disparity and therefore the desired

LOD is not decreased.

Fig. 3. In this example, the ray enters an object with LODðmÞ:
After intersecting a second object, the rays LOD is decreased to

LODðmþnÞ: If the ray does not keep track of the objects it has

entered, then it may find false intersections with the first object

at a lower LOD.
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e.g. a ray intersecting multiple times the same object at

different LODs, as can be seen in Fig. 3. To handle

these situations, each ray keeps track of the objects

it has entered. Each time the ray enters a new object it

adds its identifier to a list, along with the current LOD,

LODðmÞ: When the ray leaves the same object, after n

recursions, it disregards the current LOD, LODðmþnÞ;
and uses, for this intersection test only, the previously

stored LODðmÞ: After that, it removes the entry from

the list.

4. Implementation

Although the use of multiresolution models drasti-

cally decreases the rendering time, some of the usual ray

tracing speed-ups were adopted in our implementation.

These include oriented bounding boxes, rejection of low

strength rays and parallelisation.

In addition to these general speed-up techniques, we

have implemented a selective tracing algorithm, which

eliminates branches of the ray tree with relatively low

strength after a predefined ray tracing level, provided

that the LOD used is less than 100%. In this case, for

each ray of level 2 or higher, if both reflected ðP;RÞ and
transmitted rays ðP;TÞ are created at an intersection

point P; we compare the strength values of the two rays.
If the strength ratio exceeds 200%, we discard the

weaker ray as it will have a rather insignificant

contribution.

Ray tracing is an inherently parallel algorithm. Since

we aim at performance we have considered parallelism

Fig. 4. A ray-traced chessboard. (a) without multiresolution models; (b) with multiresolution model support; (c) the refraction

component of the distortion map; (d) the reflection component of the distortion map; and (e) the image difference between image (a)

and (b). The darkest pixels correspond to a maximum difference of 11%.
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in the implementation of the LOD algorithm and the

result is a general client/server platform suitable for both

loosely and closely coupled networks of parallel proces-

sors. The client process broadcasts the scene description

to all available servers where the actual ray tracing is

performed. Load balancing is dynamically performed in

image space, each ray-tracing server rendering a span of

image pixels.

The servers perform the 0th level ray casting accord-

ing to the initial partitioning and the resulting distor-

tion-buffer is then sequentially processed to determine

the LOD decrease for each pixel. Finally, the level 1 ray

sub-trees are processed in parallel. All ray-tracing

servers start rendering according to the initial partition-

ing. However, a server thread that finishes its task, takes

half the load of the most heavily loaded process. This

dynamic partitioning resulted in a practical speedup of

about 0.95	 (number of processors).

5. Results

We have run several tests on an SGI Origin 2000

server with 512MB memory and 4 processors, each

running at 180MHz, producing fully antialiased

512	 512 pixel images (2	 2 pixel supersampling). We

used a variety of scenes, ranging from simple ones,

without many reflective or transparent media, to very

complex ones (see Figs. 4 and 5). During the tests, we

used triangular meshes with up to 8 different LODs. The

multiple LODs of the scene objects were generated

externally using commercial software.

One test case is presented in Fig. 4 where the rendered

scene consists of a wooden chessboard with glass tiles

and pawns. When we generated the image using only the

high-resolution models we measured about 48	 109

ray–triangle intersections. The use of multiresolution

models reduced the number of intersections to approx.

29	 109; resulting in a rendering speedup of 39.9%. As

can be observed from the distortion map components

displayed in the same figure, the LOD is decreased on

highly curved surfaces. By visually comparing the high-

resolution and multiresolution images, it is not possible

to spot any difference. We had to subtract the images

and enhance the result in order to pinpoint any colour

alterations (Fig. 4e).

In the multiresolution model test case of Fig. 5, a

5	 5	 5 array of polished glass spheres was rendered.

Light bump mapping was added on the mesh surfaces to

increase the irregularity of the objects. Although this

scene may seem a little exaggerated, it is a good example

of close object interaction that also allows for deep ray-

trees. In this case, the maximum ray depth was set to 16.

The use of multiresolution models reduced the number

of ray–triangle intersections from 2:4	 109 to 0:9	 109;
which resulted in a 42.0% rendering speedup, without

noticeable distortion.

The above two examples demonstrate that the

speedup achieved through the use of LOD is greater

when the ray–triangle intersection cost is the dominant

Fig. 5. A good example of ray tracing time reduction using multiresolution models (left). The difference between the image rendered

with high detail models and the one created using multiresolution models is displayed on the right. The maximum pixel difference

measured was 16%.
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cost factor. In the case of the chessboard, which consists

of a large number of triangles, the speedup is almost

proportional to the reduction in the number of ray–

triangle intersections, because the rest of the ray-tracing

costs (e.g. ray–bounding-box intersection) are a negli-

gible portion of the total. In the case of the spheres,

which contain fewer triangles, the remaining costs

(which are not affected by the use of LOD) result in a

smaller speedup.

The test example of Fig. 6 demonstrates the behaviour

of our method on non-distorting objects. The flat mirror

on the back of the depicted cabinet reflects the glasses in

Fig. 6. Rendering the reflection of multiresolution models in a flat mirror (left). For rays that hit the perfect flat mirror on the back of

the cabinet the LOD is not decreased. The difference between high detail and multiresolution rendering is shown on the right. The

darkest values correspond to a difference of 21%.

Fig. 7. A lens-like object in front of the chessboard using multiresolution models (left). No visible distortion is caused by the lens. The

difference between high detail and multiresolution rendering is shown on the right. The darkest values correspond to a difference

of 25%.
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front of it (1st level rays) but since it is a flat surface, the

reflected objects are not distorted and therefore the

LOD of the reflected rays is not decreased. As too many

rays hit the mirror at level 0 of the ray tree, we got a

speedup of only 8.7% in this case.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows a lens-like object in front of the

chessboard. Because the lens is relatively smooth, the

deviation of neighbouring rays is not large and the

distortion factor (f) ensures that the LOD value for

objects behind the lens is not significantly decreased

because of the lens.

6. Conclusions

Multiresolution models can be exploited to signifi-

cantly reduce the ray–object intersection cost of ray-

tracing, with practically no image degradation. Ray

disparity in conjunction with ray attenuation are a good

set of criteria for the selection of the LOD. Multi-

resolution models can be easily used in addition to other

ray tracing acceleration techniques.
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